**Synopsis**

LIMITED TIME DISCOUNT! Great value (Regular $12.99) NEW 40 Beautiful Designs on Black Paper! Introducing New best selling adult coloring book printed on black paper. Each Swear word has beautiful design with animals, beautiful patterns, swirls, mandalas, flowers and leaves. Using this beautiful Black and White edition will make your designs vibrant with color. The book is designed for adults and contains hilarious swear words. *Please know that our book contains curse words and is not intended for children.*

Swear Word Adult Coloring Book: Each coloring page is designed for fun and relaxation. Each Coloring Page is printed on a separate sheet to avoid bleed through. There is great variety of pages for each skill level. Fantastic gift for anyone with a sense of humor.

Any coloring tool can be used (markers, pens, pencils etc.) 40 Sweary Designs: Sized to frame at 8.5" x 11" Single-Sided Pages Printed on black paper List of Swear Words and Phrases: dickhead asshole dipshit fuck off blueberry balls fack cunty bollocks shit bollocks shithhead skittle tits bunghole cock wobbler cocksucker twat waffle cluster fuck bullshit asshat cuntface cunty bollocks dickhead dipshit fuckwad shitbag and others
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**Customer Reviews**

The Black Edition’s Swear Word Colouring Book has 40 sweary designs inside. The book is intended as a comical stress reliever with swears words. I love this book because it talks to me.
Yeah, I’ve used several of the words depicted in the book. The pages have different swear words or phrases on them. Each page only a portion of the page is to be coloured with the rest in black while the other side is completely black to prevent bleed through when colouring.

Expressing are fitting the designs!

Great coloring book! Love it!

awesome- love them
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